Date: October 6, 2014

To: Members of the Public

From: Quadrennial Energy Review Task Force Secretariat and Energy Policy and Systems Analysis Staff, United States Department of Energy

Re: QER Public Stakeholder Meeting: Financing Energy Infrastructure (Transmission, Storage, and Distribution)

1) Introduction

On January 9, 2014, President Obama issued a Presidential Memorandum establishing a Quadrennial Energy Review (QER). The Secretary of Energy provides support to the QER Task Force, including coordination of activities related to the preparation of the QER report, policy analysis and modeling, and stakeholder engagement.

On Monday, October 6, 2014, at 9:30 AM EST at New York University Kimmel Center for University Life, Room 914, 60 Washington Square South, New York, New York, 10010, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) will hold a public meeting to discuss and receive comments on issues surrounding the financing of energy transmission, storage, and distribution infrastructures (TS&D) that link energy supplies to intermediate and end users.

This meeting is the 13th in a series of QER stakeholder meetings, which have been held throughout the country, focusing on opportunities and challenges surrounding energy TS&D infrastructure. Prior meetings have focused on infrastructure resiliency, electricity TS&D challenges, natural gas and liquid fuel transmission opportunities and constraints, sectoral interdependencies, and other issues. This meeting will focus broadly on the financing of energy TS&D infrastructure, and seeks to incorporate input from the investor, industry, and other stakeholder communities. Assets including pipeline systems, power transmission lines, local distribution networks, storage facilities, liquid fuel refineries, gas processing facilities, railroads, roads, barges, and import and export terminals will be considered.

There will be an opportunity for public comment via an open microphone session following panel discussions. Written comments can be submitted to QERcomments@hq.doe.gov. The session will also be webcast at www.energy.gov/live.

2) Background

Over the past decade, the United States has seen a dramatic transformation across virtually every aspect of its energy portfolio. From feedstock to feeders, new capabilities and challenges have tunneled through the status quo of nearly every sector. For example, the country has experienced a dramatic increase in the domestic production of natural gas and liquid fuels through hydraulic fracturing, horizontal drilling, and other technologies, along with challenges in the transport of these fuels. For power or electricity, blossoming new generation sources and technologies, such as natural gas, renewables, and storage, have

1 For a full list of previous QER meetings, visit www.energy.gov/qer
stretched operators into a more nimble posture. In pipelines and distribution circuits alike, new resources are reversing the direction of molecules and electrons, upending a century of historical flows. These physical network changes have reverberated onto energy company balance sheets and business models, often composed on assumptions of supply scarcity or demand growth.

Against this crescendo of rapid change stands the nation's energy security, environmental and economic competitiveness goals. Central to enabling these goals is the modernization of the nation’s transmission, storage, and distribution infrastructures, which sustains the physical-economic dance of energy supply and demand. Modernization efforts include asset replacement, connecting new sources to demand, upgrading for resilience and efficiency, and reducing environmental footprint. Due to the large capital costs, long life-times, and largely private-ownership of these assets, barriers to the financing of current and future energy infrastructure is a critical issue that will be included in the QER.

The investment profiles for energy infrastructure occupy a continuum from low risk and return to high risk and return projects. This variation depends on the degree of market regulation, industry trends, technology maturity, and regional differences. At the stable end of the risk and return spectrum, electric and gas utilities that provide distribution services to consumers use well established infrastructure financing structures and benefit from the steady tempo of regulatory oversight. For most utilities, local, state, and federal regulations require reliable service at a just and reasonable price; this relative stability both lowers the financial risk associated with their projects and limits the overall return. At the volatile end of spectrum, merchant projects without a guaranteed customer base are free to seek market-based prices. Although riskier, these projects can offer a higher return.

Ultimately, capital will flow to US energy TS&D infrastructure only if the risk and return profile of energy TS&D projects are more attractive than alternative investment options. For example, while institutional investors (e.g., pension, insurance, and mutual funds) may hold trillions of dollars of financial assets, only a fraction of TS&D projects may resonate with the a portfolio’s desired risk and return profile. More broadly, this attractiveness depends on industry, market, regulatory, and policy conditions and outlook, in addition to financing structures and project specifics.

Investment in TS&D infrastructure can face many policy frameworks and categories which may act as incentives or barriers; those listed below are not intended to be mutually exclusive or rigidly defined:

- **Large policy** uncertainties can lead to significant market uncertainty, and consequently, aversion to large capital investments in infrastructure that may be potentially stranded.
- **Lack of markets** or effective **market incentives**, especially those associated with externalities or desired capabilities, can lead to underinvestment in useful assets.
- **Regulatory processes** can include regulations that increase the transaction cost (e.g. time) of developing new and desirable projects; conversely, lack of certain regulations may not incentivize desired infrastructure or services.
- **Informational** barriers can preclude clear cost-benefit analyses, and reduce dissemination of best practices and market transparency.
- **New technologies** may face barriers from unproven commercial performance or operations, leading to potential risk; they also enable goals and objectives in ways unanticipated by markets
- **Financial** factors include costs of capital or availability of capital
Infrastructure investments must generate a positive financial return in order to attract investors. Policy and market structures establish the potential revenues that would form a positive business case. Even with a positive business case, regulatory processes may delay progress, and informational barriers may prevent approval by the relevant decision makers. Even after the need for a project has been ascertained, the choice of technology may introduce risk or cost that adds complexity to project completion. Finally, the availability and cost of capital are issues common across all potential investments.

The following sections explore major trends in the electricity, natural gas, and liquid fuels TS&D sectors, and then consider barriers that could affect the financing of new or modernized TS&D infrastructure.

3) Electricity Transmission, Storage, and Distribution

The U.S. transmission and distribution system delivers approximately 4,000 TWh\(^2\) annually from electric power generators through an asset base of nearly 283,000 miles of high voltage transmission wires, 70,000 substations, and 2.2 million miles of local distribution circuits.\(^3\) The U.S. grid also contains 24.6 GW of electricity storage, of which 1.2 GW is comprised of non-hydro technologies such as thermal, compressed air, batteries, and flywheels.\(^4\) Entities that ultimately serve end users include investor-owned utilities, municipally-owned utilities, cooperatives, and federal power agencies (Figure 1). Many electricity distribution companies also own natural gas distribution networks. Other ownership structures exist for transmission, distribution and energy storage assets. This section will provide an overview of trends common across the electricity sector, and examine considerations for selected sub-sectors.

---


\(^3\) Harris Williams & Co., “Transmission & Distribution Infrastructure” 2010

3.1) Emerging Trends Shaping Infrastructure Finance and Investment

Since the days of Insull and the Edison franchises, investors have provided the capital to build electricity infrastructure. Recent growth in transmission investment (Figure 2) has been driven by load growth (albeit non-uniform), maintaining reliability, and changes in generation, both to connect renewable generation and to respond to thermal plant retirements.
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Figure 1: Quantification of utility types, number of customers, and sales, for companies that deliver electricity to end users.
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Distribution upgrade drivers include weather resiliency and replacement of equipment past service life. Investment needs for electric infrastructure have been estimated to be as high as $2 trillion between 2008 and 2030, with $298 billion directed toward transmission and $582 billion toward distribution systems.\(^9\) While compound annual growth rates (CAGR) for transmission investment grew to 14.1% in 2012 for transmission, growth in distribution investment has increased at a slower pace, to 5.2% in the same year.\(^10\)

Multiple factors will shape future investment in transmission and distribution. These include uncertain costs, slower demand growth largely due to efficiency measures, changes in the generation fuel mix, small but growing increase in distributed generation, and new demands for reliability and security, which are also contributing to higher costs of capital. Finally, low cost and abundant natural gas resources, increasing use of renewable resources, and increase end-use efficiency are changing long term planning and investment profiles.

In addition, utilities face a range of uncertainties that will likely contribute to rising costs. Contributors to increased transmission costs may include support of legacy infrastructure; environmental regulations; state renewable portfolio standards (RPS); nuclear plant safety mandates; and changes in the cost of capital.\(^11\) Similarly, distribution costs may increase due to increased deployment of rooftop solar, increased demand for reliable service, and the potential for new demand (such as from electric vehicles). Across transmission and distribution, adequate access to debt capital markets is essential for meeting and funding these complex requirements. Utilities are currently benefiting from consistently low cost debt but cannot expect it to persist indefinitely. Future interest rate increases would be accompanied by higher utility capital costs, which will ultimately be passed on to the consumer in the form of higher prices.

Electricity load growth has decreased dramatically since the 1950’s (Figure 3)\(^12\), due to factors such as changing weather patterns, technological efficiency, behavioral changes, and economic changes. Low growth stresses the regulated utility business model (historically built on increased demand) when profitability is linked to selling more electricity. Despite flat to low growth, utilities must still make new investments for reasons outlined above.

\(^11\) Deloitte. The math does not lie. Factoring the future of the U.S. electric power industry, 2012
\(^12\) EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2014, May 7, 2014
3.2) **Private Sector Infrastructure Financing**

The majority of electric infrastructure financing occurs through the private sector. A relatively small number of private entities (47 parent companies controlling 240 subsidiaries\(^\text{14}\)) is responsible for ~55% of electricity sales\(^\text{15}\) and finances the largest fraction of electric infrastructure at over $92 billion dollars in 2013 alone (Figure 1).\(^\text{16}\) Of all the capital expenditures for IOUs, electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure accounts for almost half of annual investments (Figure 4).
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\(^{13}\) EIA, *Annual Energy Outlook 2014*, May 7, 2014

\(^{14}\) Edison Electric Institute, “*U.S. Member Company Service Territories*,” updated August 2014

\(^{15}\) Energy Information Administration, *Sales (consumption), revenue, prices & customers*, March 2014

\(^{16}\) SNL, “*Capital Expenditure Update: November 2013*,” November 8, 2013
In addition to IOU investment, new entities are entering the market to build transmission assets. These entities include transmission-only developers, independent transmission companies (often spun out of formerly vertically integrated utilities), non-core energy companies, and generation-focused independent power producers. According to a 2011 survey, 30% of future high voltage (greater than 345 kV) transmission investments have been proposed by non-incumbent transmission entities.18

**Regulatory Constraints on Private Sector Finance**

Regulated asset owners recover their capital and operations/maintenance costs plus a margin as measured by the Return on Equity (ROE). The ROE is set in a general rate case hearing, where a public utility commission balances the need for new spending against the public objective to minimize rates.

There has been a slow but steady decrease in the average authorized ROE from approximately 13 percent in 1990 to today’s value of approximately 10 percent,19 which reflects the underlying drop in treasury rates. Current low interest rates have reduced infrastructure financing costs to a level that is lower today than at any other time in recent history. While low costs have been argued as a reason to aggressively build out new infrastructure,20 overly ambitious efforts could result in stranded assets if long-lived equipment is not used.21

---

17 Ibid.
Steady, Long-Term Declines in Investor Owned Utility Credit Ratings

IOU credit ratings have steadily declined over the past 30 years, as shown in Figure 5. In 1970, about 60% of electric utilities were rated AA- or higher. Today, less than 5% of the industry is rated AA- or higher. Although most utilities still maintain investment grade status (BBB and above) there are currently utilities with ‘junk’ ratings (BB and below), few utilities rated AA, and no AAA rated utilities.

Power supply-side cost pressures, declining economic and customer growth rates, and an evolving industry and regulatory model have resulted in steady erosion in credit quality over each of the last five decades. New competitive forces such as rooftop solar may lead to further credit erosion. Non-investment grade ratings may lead to rerating of capital costs, reduced credit availability, and a change in investor receptivity to the sector. Investors in higher risk debt must be compensated with higher interest returns, which lead to higher capital costs. Therefore, a ratings decline could translate to increases in customer rates.

Figure 5: The proportion of electric IOUs with investment grades (AAA, AA, A, BBB) credit ratings has declined over time.25

3.3) Public Sector Infrastructure Financing

There are over 828 municipal electric utilities and 20 state utilities that constitute the public electric utility sector. Municipal and state utilities have two primary means of financing energy infrastructure assets: general obligation bonds and revenue bonds. A general obligation bond is a common type of municipal bond that is secured by a state or local government’s pledge to use legally available resources, including
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24 Barclays Credit Research, “U.S. High Grade Electric - Downgrading to Underweight” May 20, 2014
tax revenues, to repay bond holders. Since tax revenues can be increased to cover general obligation bond debt, it is considered the lowest risk bond type and benefits from correspondingly low borrowing costs.

The second major bond type is the revenue bond, which is the predominant financing vehicle for publicly-owned electric and gas utilities. Revenue bonds guarantee bond repayment through the revenue generated by a specific project such as a water treatment plant or electrical utility. Due to the inelastic demand for the services from these assets, as well as the lack of a competitive market, revenue bonds used to finance essential infrastructure have lower borrowing costs than non-essential projects that have competition (i.e. hospitals, and toll roads). Although revenue bonds for essential infrastructure exhibit a lower cost than other projects, revenue bonds are generally associated with higher costs than general obligation bonds.

The cost of capital will vary according to the credit rating of the issuing authority. State credit ratings are significantly higher than IOUs with all but two states achieving a rating above AA- in 2012. In total there are 13 AAA, 15 AA+, and 16 AA rated states. Capital costs for infrastructure assets built using municipal bonds are low due to the tax-exempt status of the bonds as well as the securitized revenue streams that pay back the bonds.

Since the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Act of 1933, the federal government has taken a direct role in constructing transmission and distribution infrastructure in certain regions of the country. Along with TVA, the Department of Energy’s four Power Marketing Administrations (PMAs) - the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA), the Southeastern Power Administration (SEPA), and the Southwestern Power Administration (SWPA) – market and distribute hydroelectric power produced at federal dams. BPA, WAPA, and SWPA now collectively own and operate 33,700 miles of transmission lines, which are integrally linked with the transmission and distribution systems of utilities in 20 states. While PMA power-related capital projects are financed primarily with appropriated funds, federal law requires power rates to be set at levels that will enable repayment of these appropriations albeit at very low rates.

**Cooperatives and the Public Role**

Rural electric cooperatives (RECs) are consumer-owned utilities that were established to bring electricity to rural areas. These utilities are primarily located in rural areas where the return on expensive infrastructure investment was not high enough to attract the IOUs. RECs obtain power from public- or investor-owned power plants or by generating electricity themselves. Electric cooperatives also receive preference from the Federal PMAs. Excess power generated by Federal water projects is provided to cooperatives and public bodies at rates typically less than other sources.
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27 16 U.S.C. 831  
29 U.S. DOE, “Power Marketing Administrations Poised to Make Another Big Contribution to America’s Progress,” March 16, 2012  
The Rural Electrification Administration, established in 1935, provided early low-interest loans to rural electric utilities. Over time the share of federal lending has declined; Rural Utility Service loans to electric cooperatives now comprise less than 40% of total financing. As part of the Build America Initiative, the USDA recently announced an additional $518m in loan guarantees available for rural utilities. The remaining 60% comes from private sector sources such as the National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance Corporation and the National Cooperative Services Corporation.

3.4) Barriers to Investment

Barriers to investment in electricity TS&D may include insufficient data, insufficient pricing transparency, risk aversion, project approval delays, cost allocation disagreements, and market or policy uncertainty. Lack of data and analytical tools have prevented quantification of the dollar value for improved reliability. Electricity markets and rates often aggregate the cost of discrete services, such as energy, ramp rate, voltage, and capacity. Absent transparent price signals, developers, particularly for electricity storage, lack proper incentives to efficiently invest. Innovative new technologies can improve electricity reliability, efficiency, and economics, but utilities have exhibited risk aversion to deploying new technologies. Major transmission lines can take several years to permit, which limits projects to entities with ample working capital. Debate during the planning process can also introduce delays, such as when costs for a new line are allocated to parties who may not benefit. Finally, the financial viability of new and existing renewable, nuclear, and coal generating capacity is highly uncertain due to the increased availability and low cost of natural gas and unpredictability of policy support for renewable generation (such as the Investment Tax Credit and Production Tax Credit). The resulting inability to plan for future generation increases the uncertainty surrounding transmission investment requirements.

3.5) Regulatory Reforms Facilitate Utility Cost Recovery

At the state level, where distribution assets are regulated, general rate cases typically occur every 2-5 years. This interval subjects the IOUs to additional risk due to the lag between the need for new assets and the ability to seek repayment from consumers. New regulatory policies that allow utilities to more rapidly recover investment expenditures include: capital expenditure cost trackers, construction work in progress, multiyear rate plans, revenue decoupling, retail formula rate plans, and forward test years. The types of policies approved by individual states are highly variable and can be either broad or specific regarding the types of infrastructure assets that qualify.

At the transmission level, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Order 1000 facilitates inter-regional planning, clarifies cost allocation criteria, and opens the door to non-incumbent development. While these and previous reforms have attracted interest from new entities, the ability of
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32 Executive Order 7037; Rural Electrification Act of 1936; 7 U.S.C. 904, 935
transmission planning reforms to accelerate the deployment of capital for new transmission is still under evaluation.

4) Natural Gas and Liquid Fuels

The natural gas infrastructure network in the United States connects over 300,000 miles of transmission and over 2.1 million miles of distribution assets, and about 419 underground natural gas storage facilities. Pipelines are the dominant mode for petroleum transport in the United States, shipping approximately 71 percent of America’s crude oil and petroleum products, and a much higher percentage of crude alone. Over 180,000 miles of liquid petroleum pipelines deliver more than 14 billion barrels annually of crude oil, petroleum products, and natural gas liquids, each through their own dedicated pipeline network.

Annual investments in oil and gas TS&D infrastructure increased 60 percent in just the three years between 2010 and 2013, from $56.3 billion to $89.6 billion, as the industry responded to the new energy landscape of increasing North American production and declining imports. By 2025, the industry is expected to invest $890 billion in new infrastructure, with more than half expected to go to crude oil and natural gas gathering systems and direct production support facilities.

4.1) Natural Gas Infrastructure Trends

The United States has seen $10 billion in average annual investments in midstream natural gas infrastructure over the past decade. This included major pipeline projects that relieved constraints from Wyoming and from major shale basins in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas to Eastern markets. Between 2011 and 2035, industry has estimated that the United States may need an additional 35,000 miles of transmission main lines, which would require about $97 billion in capital expenditures.

43 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
47 Ibid.
Shale Gas is a Major Driver for New Investments

Some natural gas has been produced from shale formations since the 19th century, but the amounts were fairly small – about 5 percent of the United States total in 2004. Since then, shale gas production in the United States has grown more than tenfold from 2.7 billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) in January 2004 to about 35 Bcf/d in May 2014 (Figure 6); at the same time, conventional gas production has fallen over the same period, by about 14 Bcf/d. The result is an overall growth in production of about 18 Bcf/d, with shale gas now accounting for about half of overall gas production. New pipelines have been constructed to bring some of the new supplies to market. EIA estimates that between 2004 and 2013, the natural gas industry spent about $56 billion expanding the natural gas pipeline grid.48

The availability of shale gas has contributed a 35 percent rise in dry natural gas production between 2005 and 2013, about a 55 percent fall in average annual spot natural gas prices, and an approximately 39 percent increase in the use of natural gas to generate electric power.49

Natural gas storage facilities help balance daily and seasonal changes in natural gas supply and demand. The increase in demand for natural gas for electric power generation has led to growing interest in high-deliverability gas storage, typically provided by peak load storage facilities.
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48 Based on analysis from EIA data, http://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/data.cfm#pipelines.
49 DOE QER Task Force Secretariat, “Stakeholder Meeting on Natural Gas Transmission, Storage and Distribution,” July 17, 2014
Other Drivers for Natural Gas Investment

As late as the mid-2000s, the U.S. was expected to import liquefied natural gas (LNG). American gas producers now expect to start exporting LNG from the Sabine Pass terminal in Louisiana as soon as late 2015. Many overseas importers believe U.S. gas exports will act as a counterpoint to oil-linked prices prevalent abroad and potentially exert significant downward pressure on global LNG prices.50

Asset replacement is also a driver of investment. More than 50 percent of the nation's gas transmission and gathering pipelines were constructed in the 1950s and 1960s, during the post-WWII economic boom.51 Approximately 3 percent of gas distribution mains are made of rapidly deteriorating cast iron or wrought iron. These assets may need replacement or refurbishment to reduce safety risks and leakages.

4.2) Liquid Fuels Infrastructure Trends

Since 2008, U.S. oil production has grown rapidly, reaching more than 8.4 million barrels per day (MMBbl/d) in April of 2014.52 The domestic oil boom is due primarily to new production of light sweet crude from unconventional tight-oil formations in North Dakota (Bakken) and Texas (Eagle Ford and Permian Basin), using the same technologies that propelled U.S. shale gas production.53 Together, these two states now account for nearly half of total domestic crude production.

Figure 7: North Dakota crude oil production surpassed 1.0 million barrels per day (bbl./d) in April and May 201454

51 U.S. Department of Transportation, The State of the National Pipeline Infrastructure, Washington, DC, 2011
54 EIA, “Bakken Fuels North Dakota’s Oil Production Growth,” Today in Energy, August 4, 2014
Historically, the town of Cushing, Oklahoma has hosted the North American midcontinent hub for oil distribution—mostly crude originating from West Texas production or crude oil imported to the U.S. Gulf Coast and shipped north via pipeline. Until recently, U.S. oil pipeline construction and system configuration has roughly mirrored this traditional flow pattern, facilitating crude movements to U.S. refineries located throughout the Midwest. These flow patterns are now shifting, as Canadian oil sands and U.S. tight oil production has soared over the last few years. In the midcontinent hub in Cushing, growth and growing congestion have created a bottleneck. To relieve the resulting pressure, energy firms and other market participants have invested in reconfigured and expanding petroleum pipeline infrastructure (as well as crude-by-rail infrastructure), enabling the southward flow of North American crude to refineries based along the U.S. Gulf Coast. For example, flow along the Seaway pipeline was reversed and now moves crude oil from Cushing down to Houston, Texas. The initial reversal cost $300 million, with an expected addition cost of $2 billion for ongoing expansion to bring capacity to 850,000 barrels per day (bpd) by mid-2014. In the Gulf Region, the 350-mile Ho-Ho line used to move imported oil from Houma, Louisiana, to Houston, Texas, but now brings crude from the Eagle Ford and Bakken plays to refineries on the Gulf Coast.

4.3) Alternatives and Tradeoffs for Liquid Fuel Transmission

The increase in domestic petroleum production has outpaced construction of new pipelines and allowed non-pipeline transmission alternatives to carve out a foothold in the market. The emergence of rail as a significant mode of crude transport highlights not only a regional constraint in pipeline infrastructure but also the petroleum industry’s increasing willingness to search out and invest heavily in alternatives. Between 2008 and 2013, oil rail transport has increased from 9,500 to over 400,000 carloads per year.

In addition to pipelines and rail, barges and trucks add to the range of options with trade-offs between cost, speed, volume, safety, and general optionality, typically depending on location and application. These tradeoffs can change through investment and policy actions. For example, rail transport of crude is disadvantaged in its overall shipping cost of $10 to $15 per barrel, compared to approximately $5 cost per barrel for pipelines. However, rail has an established infrastructure and generally requires construction of only loading and unloading facilities. Rail infrastructure services every refinery in the country, and rail and related facilities can be built more quickly than pipelines and refineries, allowing them to keep pace with production growth. Consequently, rail offers oil producers greater flexibility, rapid response to
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58 Department of State, Keystone XL Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix C, Supplemental Information to Market Analyses, Table C1 and the attached ICF report., and Department of State, Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix C, Tables 3, 4, and 5.

market changes, and fewer capital risks. However, there is increasing public safety concern about rail as a mode of oil transportation.

Barge transport has also played a role in moving new Canadian and U.S. crude oil production to refineries and markets. Barge transport can compete with pipelines where water access is reasonably direct and often entails an intermodal exchange.

**4.4) Midstream Ownership Structures and Financing**

Prior to the deregulation of the 1980s, natural gas exploration and production companies would drill for natural gas and sell it from the wellhead to pipeline companies. Pipeline companies would sell the natural gas to local distribution companies (LDCs), which would distribute and sell gas to their customers.

Today, midstream natural gas and liquids assets (e.g., interstate and intrastate pipelines, storage, compression, etc.) are generally paid for by long-term take-or-pay contracts where shippers reserve capacity on the pipeline and pay demand charges independent of whether capacity is actually utilized. The transportation rate an interstate natural gas pipeline charges a customer can be one of the following: the maximum rate allowable by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), which is based on the pipeline’s average cost of providing service; a discounted rate from the maximum rate; a market-based rate, or a negotiated rate between the pipeline and the shipper.

Natural gas and liquid fuels transmission assets are often entirely owned by non-utility entities. The rates charged by these midstream transmission companies do not require public regulatory commission approval. Rather, FERC mandates the use of an open season, where customers competitively bid for the rights to use pipeline capacity.

Midstream assets, as defined by their tax-filing status, can be owned by a standard C-corporation, a limited liability company (LLC) or a master limited partnership (MLP). Currently, the dominant form of ownership is the MLP with approximately $445 billion dollars of market value in 2013.60

**4.5) Master Limited Partnerships**

A Master Limited Partnership (MLP) is an entity whose profits and losses are passed onto limited partners, without taxation at the entity level. To qualify for MLP status, a partnership must generate at least 90 percent of its income from what the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) deems "qualifying" sources,61 which include activities related to the production, processing and transportation of oil, natural gas and coal. Due to the nature of the quarterly required distributions, the vast majority of MLPs are pipeline businesses, which earn stable income. This model has become increasingly common for financing midstream oil and gas infrastructure investments.

The number of energy MLPs has increased from 6 in 1994 to 107 in 2013. The total market capitalization of the energy MLP universe has grown from approximately $2 billion in 1994 to roughly $445 billion in
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61 Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 7704(d)(1)(E)
2013.\(^2\) Over that time period, the average market cap of a publicly traded MLP has increased from $297 million to $4.2 billion. While MLPs are still predominantly owned by retail investors, institutional investor interest in the sector has increased as investors focus on income-oriented securities. The median MLP yield is currently 6.5%, which compares favorably to other income-oriented investments.

While there has been a significant growth of MLPs, recent events illustrate that the MLP model may have limits. Kinder Morgan recently consolidated its partnership ventures – currently trading as master limited partnerships (MLPs) – into a single non-MLP entity that is the largest pipeline company in the United States.

4.6) **Barriers to Natural Gas Investment**

Barriers to natural gas investment include externalities and structural incompatibility. Recovering investments for natural gas infrastructure improvements in heavily cost regulated markets is a challenge, in part because the market value of the natural gas does not reflect, among other things, the externality value of climate and environmental impacts from gas leakage. Contracts for firm gas transmission capacity are essential to securing financing for new transmission pipeline infrastructure. Even as gas demand for power production rises, gas transmission companies struggle to conclude contracts, in part because electricity market rules are not compatible with the financing requirements pipelines face for proceeding with new investment. The uncertainty in the size of the LNG export market also propagates into uncertainty in midstream investment.

4.7) **Reforms in Rate-Based Assets**

According to a 2012 report, the use of advanced regulatory mechanisms that allow natural gas utilities to recover costs of utility replacement between rate cases has tripled in the last five years.\(^3,\(^4\) As in the electric industry, construction work in progress, cost trackers, rate and revenue caps, revenue decoupling, formula rate plans, and forward test years are potential tools to mitigate or avoid rate shock, removing barriers to new investment, providing access to capital, and increasing construction and operation efficiency.\(^5\) However, these ratemaking approaches are confined within the traditional utility cost of service model. They do not tend to reduce the underlying cost of financing of infrastructure investments, but instead allocate the cost over time.

5) **Alternative Finance Strategies for Energy TS&D Infrastructure**

Although financing electric transmission, storage, and distribution infrastructure has traditionally been executed using corporate, public, or project financing, there are efforts to utilize alternative financing methods. The past several years have seen the emergence of new or growing finance structures and
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\(^2\) Wells Fargo Ibid, pg. 9  
applications across the energy sector, including Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), Green Bonds, and State Infrastructure/Green Banks.

5.1) **Real Estate Investment Trusts**

A real estate investment trust (REIT) is a company that owns, and in most cases, operates income-producing real estate. REITs own many types of commercial real estate, ranging from office and apartment buildings to warehouses, hospitals, shopping centers, hotels and timberlands. REITs were designed to provide a real estate investment structure similar to the structure mutual funds provide for investment in stocks. Congress created REITs to give all investors the opportunity to invest in large-scale, diversified portfolios of income-producing real estate in the same way they typically invest in other asset classes – through the purchase and sale of liquid securities. In addition, infrastructure assets are attractive to private investors and perceived by investors as a means to diversify investment portfolios and as hedges against inflation and interest rates.\(^{66}\)

REITs are not subject to federal taxes as long as 90% of taxable income is distributed to investors in the form of dividends. This company structure can be publicly or privately held, but the type of asset included in the REIT must be approved by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). In 2007, the IRS issued a private letter ruling that approved REIT formation for electric transmission and distribution assets held by Sharyland Distribution and Transmission Services LLP (Sharyland D&T) in Texas.\(^ {67,68}\) Upon approval, Sharyland D&T sold transmission and distribution assets to the Electric Infrastructure Alliance of America (EIAA), the private REIT entity. Sharyland Utilities now leases the T&D assets from EIAA and continues to perform normal operations. With up to $2.1 billion in capital raised from selling the T&D assets, Sharyland D&T is in a position to invest in additional infrastructure while investors can make a profit from owning a portion of the EIAA REIT.

Although the first of this class of alternative finance has been successfully executed and others are pursuing a similar strategy, REIT formation may face resistance from regulated utility companies. REITs move assets out of the rate base and remove the opportunity to earn a rate of return on those assets. In a survey of large transmission owners 100% of the 30 respondents expressed fear that regulators would not share the benefit and 84% expressed no desire to sell their assets.\(^ {69}\) On the other hand, a REIT structure may minimize capital demands on the utility while helping avoid development, construction, technology, and regulatory risk.

5.2) **Green Bonds**

Corporate bonds remain a major source of financing for transmission, storage, and distribution infrastructure. Recently, green bonds have been introduced as a way for investors to finance environmentally friendly infrastructure. A consortium of major banks introduced the “Green Bond
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\(^ {66}\) Weisdorf, M. A. Infrastructure: A Growing Real Return Asset Class, CFA Institute. 2007


Principles” in January of 2014,\textsuperscript{70} which are intended to provide transparency to the market. The green bond market has grown from roughly $1 billion in 2008 and is expected to exceed $40 billion in 2014.\textsuperscript{71}

In addition to corporate bonds, the green bond market also includes project bonds. Transmission assets qualify as a green investment, as illustrated by the $496 billion dollar bond issued for the Greater Gabbard transmission line in the UK. This line transfers energy from offshore wind generation assets. Although this example is outside the US, similar projects within the US could be structured within the newly competitive transmission procurement provisions of FERC Order 1000. The green bond market is widely expected to grow over the next decade and may provide a significant new source of capital for electric transmission, storage, and distribution infrastructure.

5.3) State Infrastructure Banks and Green Banks

Infrastructure projects are often financed through the use of State or Federal programs that broadly fall under the classification of State Revolving Funds (SRF). SRF programs provide infrastructure projects with low cost financing in the form of loans and loan guarantees. These programs can require co-participation from private capital markets. Public capital is provided by both State and Federal investments in the case of State Infrastructure Banks (SIB) or by State investments alone for State Infrastructure Revolving Loan Funds (SRF) and State Green Banks (SGB)\textsuperscript{72}. While SRF/SIB are often dedicated to water and transportation infrastructure, SGBs such as the New York Green Bank as well as Connecticut’s Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority (CEFIA) support clean energy infrastructure. SGBs can employ direct lending, co-lending with outside lenders, credit enhancements to reduce the cost of capital, or pooling and securitization of project loans to allow greater access to debt capital markets\textsuperscript{73}.

6) Request for Comments

QER staff request comment on how the historic role of private investment can be maintained and focused while meeting new challenges and opportunities in energy. Commenters are invited to provide insight on the criteria for bankable projects, outlining the attributes that enhance or detract from the desire of an investor to provide financing, and how the federal government can help reduce barriers to finance. Commenters are also invited to comment on the role of alternative structures or applications, such as infrastructure banks. Finally, a list of key questions has been included to help guide further input.

\textsuperscript{70} JP Morgan Chase, “Expanding Bond Market for Green Projects,” \url{http://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate-responsibility/green-bonds}


\textsuperscript{72} Brookings Institute. Banking on Infrastructure: Enhancing State Revolving Funds for Transportation. 2012

KEY QUESTIONS

Attracting and maintaining capital for energy transmission, storage, and distribution

1. How do investors and capital markets view energy TS&D infrastructure as an asset class, especially compared to other sectors?
2. Given the need for additional energy infrastructure investment, is there a limitation to the supply of capital or a lack of attractive projects?
3. What are the implications of current low interest rates and potential future changes for investing in energy TS&D infrastructure now vs. later?
4. How can the investor, policy, and energy communities collaborate to reduce risk, increase the rate of return, or otherwise facilitate financing of electricity, natural gas, and liquid fuels infrastructure?
5. Where can the federal government be effective in reducing barriers to capital flow to needed energy TS&D infrastructure?
6. How can governmental informational policy levers (e.g., standards, data, planning) de-risk new TS&D assets from investors’ points of view?
7. What are historic drivers of utility credit ratings and how are those likely to change in the future? What do these changes imply about how finance will flow to energy infrastructure?

Bankability of electricity TS&D infrastructure

8. In an era of declining or negative demand, how do TS&D owners view corporate growth and plan for needed upgrades?
9. How should functional services (such as resiliency or ancillary services) and externalities (such as climate risk) be evaluated, priced, and compensated?
10. How can new financing applications or structures accelerate development of needed TS&D infrastructure (e.g. REITs, Green Bonds, Infrastructure Banks)? What potential changes in tax status could affect investment in needed TS&D infrastructure?

Opportunities and challenges for natural gas and liquid fuels TS&D infrastructure

11. How should returns be balanced with the ability of ratepayers to absorb increasing system needs, such as leaking distribution systems or resiliency upgrades?
12. How have LNG export, increased demand from electricity generation, and other external challenges altered the landscape for pipeline and storage investment?
13. What is the role of corporate structures (such as MLPs and REITs) for TS&D under scenarios of growth or uncertainty for natural gas and liquid fuels delivery infrastructure?